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Abstract

A/B testing has become a common practice that companies use to continually improve and optimize existing products and services due to its ability to evaluate design ideas quickly, precisely, and cheaply. There are multiple A/B testing frameworks and platforms available for companies to use, yet of all the existing ones, currently none use Rust, which is the primary supported language with Fastly’s Compute@Edge (C@E) platform, the serverless execution environment for this project. We designed and developed an end-to-end A/B testing platform compatible with Fastly’s C@E serverless service offering. The three components of this platform are a Rust Crate (Framework), an API written in Go, and a user interface (UI) written in JavaScript using React and Next.js. We thoroughly unit tested these components and system tested the overall platform with an example A/B test, which demonstrated that the platform is a successful minimum viable product. By taking a novel serverless approach to A/B testing and utilizing the maturity and benefits of the three languages, Fastly can contribute to the business experimentation and serverless communities.
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1. Introduction

A/B testing has become a common practice that companies use to continually improve and optimize existing products and services. From choosing color schemes to surveying potential marketing campaigns, companies utilize A/B testing to meet different goals. A/B testing is a process of showing two variants of some element (a button, a web page, a title) to different website visitors at the same time and comparing which variant drives more conversions, a metric that a business might want to track (user signups, for example) [1]. A collection of related variants is an experiment. With this method, companies can collect large amounts of conversion data on websites as well as run experiments which evaluate ideas and design choices quickly, precisely, and cheaply.

Due to the numerous benefits of experimentation, there are multiple A/B testing frameworks and platforms available for companies to use. For the purposes of this document, platforms are usually end-to-end solutions that include a user-interface, while frameworks are usually code-exclusive. There exists a wide array of open-source testing frameworks, such as PlanOut [2] and Optimizely [3], that support more complex experimental designs while considering and satisfying the constraints of deployed Internet services, such as scalability and performance. These frameworks are written in a broad range of programming languages and execution environments. There are implementations of this in JavaScript, Objective-C, Java, C#, PHP, Python, Go, and other popular languages.

Of all the existing frameworks that conduct A/B testing, currently none use Rust. Rust is a systems programming language designed for performance, reliability, and productivity. Rust is compatible with WebAssembly (WASM), a binary code format that provides native system performance with little overhead, while also providing support for web APIs [4]. Furthermore,
Rust is the primary supported language with Fastly’s Compute@Edge (C@E) platform, the serverless execution environment for this project [5]. Serverless is a cloud computing model where the cloud provider allocates backend resources as needed, that is, the server scales up and down based on how many requests the endpoint receives and is priced by usage [6].

Recently, there has been a shift towards edge computing, a paradigm which moves code closer to users for improved response times [7]. In addition, rapid prototyping has become more important to startups who may want to write and deploy code quickly. In light of both of these, companies are looking to create and update A/B testing frameworks and platforms, namely by utilizing the cloud. This provides rapid deployment capabilities and the ability for developers to quickly iterate on experiments [8]. Another way companies achieve rapid prototyping is through the use of hosted third-party solutions that do not require server integration.

In this project, we developed an open-source, end-to-end A/B testing platform, called GOAT-AB, which runs on C@E. Companies can use this platform to experiment with which variants a user interacts with. The platform has three primary components: the Rust Crate/Framework, Representational State Transfer (REST) API, and user interface (UI). When combined, these components provide a solution for A/B testing at the edge. Moreover, the platform is flexible to give the developer control over how they configure and utilize the platform.

There are three varieties of people that are likely to interact with this platform. In the context of this paper, developers are the people who utilize the Rust Crate. They are people who have experience with programming in Rust. Experiment designers are people who use the UI. They may not have much, if any, programming experience. The end-users are the people who visit a website and get bucketed into a variant.
Overall, this platform can serve as the foundation for future experimentation at Fastly’s C@E platform and can give businesses the opportunity to improve conversions. For example, a news company could determine which headline of an article gets more clicks, which could then lead that company to improve its headlines to get more viewership for future articles. By combining the maturity and benefits of Rust and deploying it to a new environment to take a novel approach to A/B testing, Fastly can contribute to the serverless and business experimentation communities.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses background information and related work about cloud computing, A/B testing and the software development tools we used. Chapter 3 explains the detailed steps and system architecture of the project. Chapter 4 describes the design of the project and the evaluation procedures and methods to fully test the platform. This chapter also showcases our platform in depth along with a demonstration. Chapter 5 summarizes our project conclusions, and Chapter 6 identifies potential future steps to improve or expand upon our work.
2. Background

Our project relies on many modern technologies to provide businesses with an A/B testing platform. This section first details these technologies, beginning with cloud computing services, the kind of service on which GOAT-AB runs. The section then describes cloud services at Fastly, the company at which our platform runs, and continues with an explanation of A/B testing, the functionality of the platform. The third part of the section outlines the languages utilized in this project to help with understanding the project software and technologies. Finally, the last section discusses the necessary software development tools and methodologies for the project’s workflow.

2.1. Cloud Computing Services

Cloud computing services are computing services provided through the Internet [9]. Companies typically use these services to increase computing power without the hassle of maintaining their own hardware and networking. This simplifies companies’ operations as it moves more of their infrastructure to what is called the “cloud,” where large companies like Amazon and Google manage these servers and resources [10]. Companies typically provide these services using pay-as-you-go pricing, however the metrics used to calculate usage depend on the service. This cost-effective approach incentivizes many businesses to utilize their services. Three common variations of cloud services are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Functions as a Service (FaaS). An overview of these services can be seen in Figure 1.
The lowest level of these is IaaS. This service provides hardware virtualization for the consumer. IaaS provides storage, networking, and servers [11]. Examples of IaaS include the Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2, Microsoft Azure Compute, and Google Cloud Compute. In this structure, the business does not need to physically purchase or maintain hardware [12]. Businesses often choose this type of service because it allows them to specify many requirements of the system in detail. Of all these types of services, IaaS is the most flexible and easy to automate, but it is the most complex in terms of setup, configuration, and maintenance.

PaaS adds more abstraction to the concepts of IaaS, handling the server environment in which code runs [13]. In addition to storage, networking, and servers, PaaS includes middleware such as the OS and development tools [14]. The AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Google App Engine, and Oracle Cloud Platform all provide PaaS [15]. A business might choose this type of service because it is easily scalable and allows employees to produce and run applications without the
overhead of managing the hardware, while still having control over the configuration of the execution environment and programming language. The business does not need to manage the infrastructure or the hardware, and therefore loses some of the flexibility found in IaaS. It is the “middle of the road” option when it comes to the sliding scale of complexity versus flexibility.

Similarly to PaaS abstracting IaaS, FaaS abstracts PaaS. In this case, FaaS contains the same abstractions as PaaS, but additionally handles the execution environment (the application / routing layer and the operating system) [16]. This service responds to the occurrence of specific events, such as cron triggers (time-based execution) or in response to HTTP requests (API requests, for example) [17]. AWS Lambda, Microsoft Azure Functions, Google Cloud Functions, Cloudflare Workers, and Netlify Functions all provide FaaS. Businesses typically choose this service for its ease-of-use and scalability. As the business does not need to manage even the data layer, the business loses even more flexibility in exchange for simplicity. FaaS is a tool for businesses who want an API with low overhead.

2.2. Cloud Services at Fastly

Fastly is a cloud computing service provider [18]. A large part of Fastly’s offerings include its expansive content delivery network (CDN), which provides quick load times for websites and keeps its users’ content up to date [19]. Large companies, such as GitHub, Kickstarter, TheGuardian, and Stripe, use Fastly’s CDN services. Moreover, Fastly provides a wealth of products for image optimization, video streaming, cloud security, and networking. This wealth of features allows its customers to create fast, secure websites and applications with high-quality content, while continuing to innovate in new areas.

As of October 16, 2020, Fastly predicted an increase in revenue by 41% over the course of a year [20]. As Fastly continues to grow, it continues to provide additional capabilities for its
edge computing offerings. One of these capabilities is becoming a FaaS provider through its serverless computing environment, C@E. Fastly is entering the serverless industry to utilize its preexisting network to allow developers to run code at the edge. One use case for this is enabling developers to run A/B experiments at the edge.

2.3. A/B Testing

A/B testing is the process of comparing two versions of a web page or application [21]. Similarly, multivariate testing is the process of comparing two or more versions of a web page or application. This paper uses A/B testing to refer to both. For a particular experiment, end-users will see one of two versions of a web page or application. Each end-user will either see a version determined by a wide range of factors including (but not limited to) location, type of device, and user ID in a process known as “bucketing.” Companies that implement this kind of testing also vary widely and include The New York Times and AirAsia [22]. Using experimentation enables the testing of a wide range of elements, such as comparing different headlines in a newspaper, shapes of buttons, or even pricing.

For example, Electronic Arts (EA) used Optimizely’s A/B testing platform on its preorder launch of SimCity in 2013 to improve overall sales on the game. The first version of the webpage included a promotional banner, which moved the “Buy Now” button to the bottom of the page. The second version removed the banner, which moved the “Buy Now” button closer to the top of the page. EA tracked the number of clicks on the “Buy Now” button for each variation and the results eventually led them to discover that the second version drove 43.4% more purchases [23]. Another example is WallMonkeys, which used CrazyEgg’s A/B testing platform to optimize its homepage for clicks and conversions by testing the image featured on the homepage. By comparing the current featured image to a more “fun” one, WallMonkeys
discovered that this produced a 27% increase in conversion rates on the site [24]. Both examples used existing A/B testing platforms to conduct their experiments and helped the companies improve the conversion rates on their websites.

Currently there are several A/B testing platforms and companies that provide hosted services. These platforms make it easy for businesses to conduct A/B experiments and the services allow businesses to create experiments without hosting their own infrastructure to power it. Frameworks include Conductrics, Planout, AB.js, Flagr, Togglz, Waffle, Gargoyle, CrazyEgg, and many more. Hosted services include Firebase (Google), and Optimizely, VWO, Zoho PageSense, HubSpot, Leadformly, Unbounce, Convertize, Kameleoon, and many more (and their associated frameworks for implementation). One framework is Conductrics, which provides both client and server-side A/B testing as well as predictive targeting using AI and machine learning to aid with analytics [25]. Another framework is PlanOut, which is an open-source testing framework geared towards researchers, businesses, and students that supports more complex experimental designs. It features extensible classes, namespaces for mutually exclusive experiments, and the PlanOut language [2].

Similar to PlanOut, Optimizely creates an easy-to-use environment for conducting experiments while also being a hosted solution that businesses do not need to host themselves. While the previously mentioned frameworks are capable of integration into the cloud, Optimizely has a “full-stack” experimentation platform capability that provides a solution for server-side experimentation [26]. Firebase, another example of a hosted service, focuses on simplifying the process of running, analyzing, and scaling experiments [27]. Furthermore, Firebase focuses on engaging users with notifications and targeting specific groups for experiments alongside other integrations within the Firebase ecosystem.
While A/B testing is a useful tool for introducing variation into a website or application, experiment designers must consider the ethics and security of A/B testing platforms [28]. For example, Optimizely exposes the entire experiment configuration to the end-user’s web browser, which allows end-users to see the factors that decide which variant the experiment buckets them in. According to the Optimizely developer documentation, this is still the case [29]. One study at Northeastern University took advantage of this design to perform in-depth analytics on A/B testing on a variety of web pages [22]. This study determined which factors the experiment considered when choosing which web page to display and looked at the different variants. This may raise some concerns for websites that use Optimizely’s services, but may also favor the end-user, in terms of transparency, to ensure that the experiments are ethical.

Furthermore, many businesses, including The New York Times, use A/B testing without notifying users [22]. While this may be harmless in most cases, this can facilitate the unethical, but legal, gray area of price discrimination, where experiments use end-user data to modify the price shown for a particular product. While some differentiations of end-users may be useful to determine who clicks on what, it is important that this differentiation does not become discrimination and does not extend to the prejudiced or unjust treatment of the end-users.

2.4. Languages

This subsection discusses the high-level concepts of all the programming languages that aided in the development of GOAT-AB. Different languages have advantages and disadvantages for different use cases, and they are important to recognize to understand why we used them in this project.
2.4.1. Rust

Rust is a systems programming language that focuses on memory safety, thread safety, and performance [30]. Because of Rust’s emphasis on safety, the compiler enforces many rules which do not exist in other languages. For example, Rust adheres to specific ownership rules for passing data between functions. If access to the original value of the function parameter is necessary after the function terminates, then the function parameter must be a reference, indicating that the function can read the data, but not modify it. On the other hand, if access to the original value is not necessary, then the function will own that data and can directly modify it. Typically, referenced data is the input to functions and the function returns owned data. These rules, combined with Rust’s other complexities, give Rust a relatively steep learning curve.

2.4.1. Go

Go is a type safe programming language developed by Google that programmers commonly use for building REST APIs, which provide the connection between the user interfaces and other infrastructure, such as SQL databases [31]. Compared to Rust, the learning curve for Go is much lower and enables REST APIs to be built quickly and safely as the language has many built-in functions for creating these kinds of applications.

2.4.1. JavaScript (JS) – React and Next.js

React is a JS framework developed by Facebook that allows programmers to easily build UIs [32]. Several companies, such as Netflix, Cloudflare, Twitter, Reddit, and GitHub, use this framework. Next.js is a further abstraction of React to make it easier to build multi-page applications without the need to implement a router to determine what pages execute what code [33]. In a Next.js application, all the pages are loaded at the beginning of the end-user’s session instead of upon request. As a result, when navigating the application, Next.js will immediately
swap the page content with the new page, instead of the browser needing to wait for this new content. The relationship between these three items are shown in Figure 2. Next.js and React are modules written in JavaScript (Version ES6), Next.js depends on React, and applications can depend on both Next.js and React.

![Diagram showing the relationship between React, Next.js, and JavaScript/ES6.]

*Figure 2. The Relationship between React, Next.js, and JavaScript/ES6*

2.5. Agile Methodology and Scrum Framework

To develop our A/B testing platform, we utilized the Agile Methodology and Scrum Framework. The Agile Methodology is an iterative approach used in software development project teams that focuses on continuous product releases and incorporating customer feedback.
with every iteration [34]. Scrum is a framework for Agile that helps teams work together by encouraging communication and collaboration amongst team members as well as project management [35]. Project teams break down their projects into fixed-length iterations, called sprints, that are typically one to four weeks in length [36]. During each sprint, these teams participate in multiple meetings, as shown in Figure 3, and deliver a releasable, well-tested product.

![Figure 3. Scrum Flow for each Sprint][37]

As shown in Figure 4, each project team consists of a product backlog to manage all the tasks for the project. The backlog consists of user stories, which represent features that are important to the product’s users and appear in the final product. At the beginning of each sprint, the team conducts a sprint planning meeting, where they choose a reasonable amount of achievable and pertinent user stories to complete by the end of the sprint. The team moves the selected user stories to the sprint backlog.
Teams participate in daily stand-up meetings, or daily scrums, where each member must speak about what tasks they completed the previous day, what tasks they will complete today, and any issues that currently block them from performing their tasks. At the end of each sprint, the team demonstrates their product to the stakeholders in the sprint review to receive crucial feedback that the team will implement in the next sprint. Each sprint ends with a sprint retrospective meeting, in which the team reflects on the current sprint by reflecting on what went well, what problems the team encountered, and how the team resolved (or did not resolve) them. Retrospectives aim to help teams improve and adapt for future sprints to maximize efficiency and minimize any potential blockers.

2.5.1. GitHub and Product Backlog

GitHub is a code hosting platform that many software programmers and technology companies utilize for its numerous benefits for projects, which include version control, code storage, and code management [38]. In addition to these benefits, GitHub has a feature called GitHub Projects that allows software programmers to integrate project management into their development cycle [39]. When creating a project board, there are several templates that
programmers can select from, including Kanban boards, to best align with the needs of the project team. All changes to the boards, such as creating cards and organizing them into custom columns, occurs in real-time. Furthermore, programmers can convert the cards to issues and associate them with a pull request (PR) or assign other programmers to specific cards.

Ultimately, GitHub Projects has a UI that allows teams to visualize progress and prioritize tasks for each sprint in their GitHub repository.
3. Methodology

This chapter details the design process as well as the software development tools and methodologies we utilized in order to develop an end-to-end A/B testing platform for Fastly that will run on Fastly’s C@E platform.

3.1. Feature Priority List

To identify the most important and useful features for our platform, we gathered information from discussions with our sponsors and from online research on what experiment designers desire in A/B testing platforms. For this project and throughout the rest of the report, experiment designers are people who directly interact with the platform to generate experiments. From our information gathering, we developed a prioritized list of potential features that mostly dealt with integrating our platform into Fastly’s ecosystem. The features are as follows, in order of importance:

1. Providing A/B testing functionality through a default selection function
2. Allowing custom selection functions for bucketing
   Giving flexibility to the experiment designers to add their own selection functions tailors the framework to the experiment they want to perform.
3. Incorporating a persistent database to store experiments and variants
   The experiment designers then create, view, modify, and delete experiments and variants at any time.
4. Enabling experiment configuration through a UI
Configuring experiments within a UI would make the A/B testing platform accessible to experiment designers and allows for cleaner and more standardized C@E codebases.

5. Logging end-user activity

Logging end-user activity along with their variants allows companies to do their own analysis. For this project and throughout the rest of the report, end-users are participants in the experiments.

We also compiled a list of stretch goals that would later become contenders for future work:

1. Adding explicit bucketing characteristics to integrate with C@E

   Additional bucking characteristics include (but are not limited to) the end-user’s location, browser, device, and visit count.

2. Providing configuration, results, and an analytics UI in the Fastly Dashboard

   We would provide an end-to-end solution for Fastly by providing all necessary elements of A/B testing and analytics within the Fastly serverless environment. An experiment designer could configure experiments and see the results of said experiments visually within the same dashboard, instead of relying on third-party analytics services or databases.

3. Supporting predictive designing for experiments, using statistical learning

   A statistical learning model could then analyze previous experiment data to make predictions about which changes in an experiment may cause specific changes in results.

4. Real-time suggestions for improving current experiments
Finally, we could develop an algorithm to suggest changes mid-experiment to achieve specific goals.

These lists of features provided the foundation for our project and guided us in the development process.

3.2. System Architecture

After identifying the important components of our platform, we made an architecture diagram of how our platform would function in Fastly’s ecosystem (Figure 5). The key for the diagram is as follows:

- A green box is an HTTP request.
- A pink box is a C@E action.
- A red, outlined box is an experiment designer action.
- A red, filled in box is an end-user action.
- A blue box is a Rust framework action on C@E.
- An orange box is a Fastly API/Edge Dictionary action.
To use the platform, first the experiment designers interact with the UI of our platform, to create, update or delete experiments. Then, the experiment designers publish all the experiments to an API that stores persistent data. When an experiment designer is ready, they may publish the data to Fastly’s Edge Dictionaries. An Edge Dictionary is an offering from Fastly to save data at the edge, similar to how code runs at the edge with C@E [40].

Once the experiment designers publish the experiments, end-users can visit the specific website where the experiment runs. When an end-user visits the website, our framework reads the associated experiment configuration from the Edge Dictionary along with information associated with the user. Then, the framework buckets the end-user into one of the variants associated with the experiment. This bucketing is deterministic, which allows the framework to
always bucket the same end-user into the same variant each time the end-user interacts with the experiment.

Once the framework buckets the end-user into a variant, the end-user can see that variant on the screen. For example, one end-user may see a red button and another may see a blue button. Oftentimes with A/B testing, end-users perform an action, sometimes called a “conversion event”, where they interact with the framework in some way to provide analytics for the experiment. For our framework, if the end-user interacts with the variant, for example clicking on one of the buttons, then the framework logs the action to C@E. The C@E function reads the associated experiment from the Edge Dictionary and sends that information along with the selected variant to wherever the developer wants. From there, the experiment designer can get the results and send them to an external analytics service to gain feedback from the experiment.

3.3. Software Development

To develop our platform according to the system architecture described above, we followed the Agile Methodology and Scrum Framework and utilized several software tools. Agile and Scrum were helpful for creating an application and continually building upon previous designs to ensure that the platform is suitable for the users. Combining GitHub Projects for project management, GitHub for our code repository and Visual Studio Code (VS Code) for our Integrated Development Environment (IDE) facilitated programming and fostered collaboration and the development of well-written code.

3.3.1. Agile Methodology and Scrum Framework

Our team utilized the Agile Methodology to ensure the creation of a platform that meets the needs of our sponsor and the potential users of our platform. We had seven one-week sprints
to develop our product. At the beginning of each sprint, we chose a reasonable amount of achievable and pertinent tasks to complete by the end of the sprint. We maintained all of our tasks in our product backlog on GitHub Projects. For the majority of the tasks, we all worked together to complete them.

We had daily stand-up meetings with at least one of our sponsors to discuss our progress and resolve any impediments, which often entailed walking them through the new parts of our code. We also communicated frequently with them via Slack for any issues or questions that arose during the day.

At the end of each sprint, we demonstrated our platform to our sponsors and requested a review of the changes to our code to receive crucial feedback. Each sprint ended with a sprint retrospective meeting where we reflected on the current sprint by discussing what went well, what problems we encountered, and how those problems were resolved. At the beginning of the project, the main takeaways from our retrospectives were our desires to do more pair programming and to block off time during the week to work together. As the project progressed, our ability to work as a team improved and these retrospectives shifted towards pointing out problems with our code or other issues that halted our progress. In fact, during Sprint 3, a lot of the work planned got pushed to Sprint 4, as there were a lot of code comments to address and we planned more tasks than we were able to accomplish.

3.3.2. Software Development Tools

Software development tools, such as GitHub and VS Code, played an integral role in the development of our platform.
3.3.2.1. GitHub

Our sponsors set up a private GitHub repository for us to store the code for this project. During Sprint 1, we created branches for each task that we completed, but for the rest of the sprints, per the request of our sponsors, we created one branch for each sprint. Since we worked together to complete the majority of the tasks, we did not have to deal with many merge conflicts. However, whenever we split up the work and any merge conflicts appeared, we reviewed the code differences, made appropriate changes, and noted all affected files in the merge commit comment. After completing the sprint tasks, we created a review request (or “pull request”) for our sponsors, which due to GitHub’s collaborative nature, allowed them to comment on specific lines that we could then discuss with them on the platform if they were unavailable to meet. Once we addressed all comments on the pull request, we merged it to the main branch and deleted our sprint branch.

3.3.2.2. VS Code

For all the programming done in this project, we used VS Code version 1.54 for our IDE [41]. With VS Code, we downloaded all the necessary language extensions (Rust, Go and React/Next.js) and associated linting tools that allowed us to write well-structured code for our project. Also, we handled merge conflicts on VS Code by choosing to accept the incoming or current changes and modifying where appropriate. Furthermore, we often used VS Code’s Live Share feature to do pair programming and collaborate [42].
4. Implementation

To implement the system architecture described in Chapter 3, we created a platform that is both generic and performant. This platform took the form of a minimum viable product (MVP) within the scope and time limitations of the project. While it may not be a complete product, this platform provides a starting point for future work, while still providing A/B testing functionality.

The platform consists of three components, shown in Figure 6 above:

- The Rust Crate (Goat-AB Crate shown in blue)
- The REST API (shown in red)
- The Configuration UI (UI shown in green)

First, an experiment designer would use the UI to configure which experiments and variants they want to deploy. The UI communicates with the REST API to store that specific configuration in a database of their choosing, whether it be a PostgreSQL database or Fastly’s
Edge Dictionaries. When the developer wants to test a specific experiment, they use the Rust Crate, which uses their selected data source as an input to sort an end-user into one variant per experiment. This process allows the developers and experiment designers to work together to implement A/B testing.

4.1. Rust Crate/Framework

The Rust crate provides functionality associated with A/B testing, specifically, bucketing users into the appropriate variant. This A/B testing crate can run anywhere that supports WASM, however for the scope of our project we utilized C@E. Since Rust is the primary supported language with C@E, developing the code for the A/B testing process in Rust was essential for this integration.

We developed the Rust Crate as the first step of the project because it provides the foundation for the entire platform. First, we determined which pieces of information were necessary for the different API calls to the crate. We decided that each time the crate buckets a user, we would pass in end-user-specific information, such as the end-user's IP address, and when initializing the crate, we would pass in any configuration files defining the experiments or variants. Next, we modeled the experiments and variants. Each experiment needs to hold information on its ID, name, published status, and variants. Each variant needs to hold information on its ID, name, value (which can be any valid JSON), and sample rate. When creating these objects, the crate validates them to ensure that the fields of each contain the appropriate data types. The sample rates for all of the variants in an experiment must sum exactly to 1. We also considered other validation constraints such as length, character set, and uniqueness.
The next step was developing the selection function, which buckets users into variants. We developed a default selection function, called the random selection function, that uses a hasher to convert hash input (usually something that identifies an end-user, e.g. IP address, web browser) into a random integer. Then the function converts this integer to a decimal, which corresponds to one of the variants. While we only created the random selection function, we developed the selection function to allow for multiple future selection function integrations.

One main goal during the development of the crate was to make it abstract and flexible so developers could customize A/B testing to their needs. The selection function uses Rust traits and generics to allow developers the ability to provide custom selection functions not currently programmed in the crate. This initially was difficult as there were issues with using a Hash object as a generic data type with our selection function implementation. We explored defining the selection function as an integer, enum and other data types, but ultimately, we added a “UIExperiment” struct which included an enum of the crate’s selection functions and an instance of the “Experiment” model. We then removed the selection function altogether from the “Experiment” model. This solved our issues while retaining the abstraction we desired.

We were then ready to put together the public API. It consists of two functions: initialize_from_string and bucket_all. The first initializes the crate. It takes a string representing a valid JSON object and converts it into either a vector of experiments or returns a configuration error. There are various types of configuration errors that can result: parsing, validation, or runtime. A parsing error occurs when the Rust Crate cannot parse the input JSON string into a valid experiment. A validation error occurs when the JSON object does not conform to valid standards, such as string length. A runtime error occurs when there is an issue with bucketing. When initialize_from_string returns a vector of experiments, the bucket_all function takes that
vector as an input along with the end-user information as a string. This function calls the selection function for each experiment in the vector. The bucket_all function returns a vector of the selected variants for each experiment for that specific user’s information.

This all integrates into Fastly with C@E and Fastly’s Edge Dictionaries. The design of our crate inherently supports C@E. Edge Dictionaries provide the experiment and variant definitions for the crate’s initialization function.

4.2. REST API

The REST API mainly deals with storing persistent data (experiments and variants) and writing this data to Fastly’s Edge Dictionaries. Currently, Edge Dictionaries do not enable data modification from C@E, so this REST API was necessary to handle that [43]. We wrote this API in Go, which allowed us to be quickly productive and efficient because of Go’s strong support and built-in features for creating HTTP servers [44]. As seen in Figure 7, the REST API contains three layers: the API layer, the service layer, and the database layer.

![Figure 7. The Relationship between the Layers of the REST API](image-url)
These layers loosely model the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model to achieve low coupling and high cohesion [45]. Each layer follows the Dependency Rule, which states that an inner layer should never rely on, or have access to, anything from an outer layer, but the outer layers rely on the inner layers [46]. In other words, the database layer cannot know anything about the service and API layers and the service layer cannot know about the API layer. However, the service layer can know about the database layer and the API layer can know about both the service and database layers (and therefore have access to the information in the layers that they have knowledge on). All layers utilize the logrus package [47] to provide custom error messages that contain optional fields for referencing specific experiments or variants for debugging purposes.

4.2.1. Database Layer

The database layer consists of a database that holds all the persistent data, which in our project are the experiments and variants, as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The Database Layer

Thus, there are two tables in the database, the experiments and variants, that both have an ID field as their primary keys, which the database generates upon creation of a given experiment
and/or variant. The experiment table also contains a name, selection function, active status, and timestamps that signify when the database created or modified an experiment. Similarly, the variant table also has other fields in addition to the ID – a name, value which is a JSON object, sample rate, experiment ID and timestamps that signify when the database created or modified the variant. Variants have an experiment ID field because this acts as the foreign key that links the experiments and variants tables together. Furthermore, when there is a call to remove an experiment from the experiments table, this will also trigger the removal of all associated variants from the variants table. All the experiments and variants fields are shown in Figure 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PK</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>uuid</td>
<td>main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>varchar(255)</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selection_function</td>
<td>varchar(255)</td>
<td>selection_function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_active</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>is_active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>created_at</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>created_at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updated_at</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>updated_at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PK</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>uuid</td>
<td>main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>varchar(255)</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>json</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample_rate</td>
<td>double precision</td>
<td>sample_rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiment_id</td>
<td>double precision</td>
<td>experiment_id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>created_at</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>created_at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updated_at</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>updated_at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 9. Experiment Model and Variant Model*

We used an external package called sqlx [48] to assist with performing all calls to the database. While we used PostgreSQL because of its native JSON support [49], this layer supports other databases as well, such as MySQL. In this layer, we instantiate the connection to the database and provide wrapper methods on the database functions, Get, Select and Query, as these appear frequently in the Service layer. Get, which we used when fetching one experiment or variant by its ID and when creating and updating an experiment or variant, returns a single query row. Select, which we used when fetching multiple experiments or variants, returns multiple query rows. Query, which we used when deleting experiments and variants from the database, returns all affected rows.
4.2.2. Service Layer

The service layer handles all the database calls for the experiments and variants and the syncing required for integration with the Edge Dictionaries, as seen in Figure 10.

These database calls consist of getting all experiments and variants, getting a specific experiment or variant by its ID, creating experiments and variants, updating them, and removing them from the database. In other words, the calls perform CRUD (Create Read Update Delete) operations on the data. Each database call requires the execution of an SQL statement, where the methods that get experiments and variants use SQL’s SELECT, those that create use SQL’s INSERT INTO, those that update use SQL’s UPDATE, and those that remove use SQL’s DELETE FROM.

In all the methods that get experiments, the REST API executes a query to get all the corresponding variants as well. For the create method, there is an initial check on the variant sample rates to ensure that none are negative numbers and that the sum of all the variants’ sample rates for the experiment equals 100%. If this check passes, then the function creates the experiment in the experiments table and adds all its associated variants to the variants table. The
create method on the variants adds the variant to the database. To update an experiment, the update method first fetches it from the database and if it exists, then the input experiment or variant will replace the corresponding one in the database. Similar to the create experiment method, the update method checks that the sample rates of the input variant are non-negative and sum to 100%. The update method on variants updates the variant in the database.

Moreover, the service layer contains the necessary support to integrate Fastly’s Edge Dictionaries into the REST API. To do this, we used the Go Fastly package, which is a Go API client for interacting with the Fastly API that allows us to write to an Edge Dictionary [50]. Using the package, we instantiate a Fastly client that updates the Edge Dictionary with the experiments.

4.2.3. API Layer

The API layer contains all the HTTP handlers for the methods in the service layer and provides the connection between the REST API and the UI, as seen in Figure 11.

![Figure 11. The API Layer](image-url)
To match incoming HTTP requests to their respective handler, we used an external package called Gorilla Mux [51]. This package also provided support for middleware, such as requiring authentication with an API key, and enabling cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) to allow our UI to access the REST API.

The HTTP handlers featured in this layer handle GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE HTTP requests, which are all CRUD operations. In the GET (by ID), PUT, and DELETE requests, the corresponding handlers read the path variable to identify which specific experiment or variant the request will fetch, update, or remove from the database, respectively. For a GET request that fetches all of the experiments in the database, there are two additional parameters, limit and offset, that describe how to group and display the experiments. Limit refers to the maximum number of experiments that the handler method will return at one time, whereas offset represents the number of experiments to skip before beginning to return experiments. Both POST and PUT requests require additional data, the experiments and variants, that their handler methods read from the request body using the ioutil package [52]. This package turns the response body into a byte array, which the handler methods transform into the corresponding experiment and variants using the JSON package. If any of the requests fail, or return an HTTP status error code, the corresponding method will return an error message.

Furthermore, this layer handles the integration with the Edge Dictionary by publishing the experiments and variants through a POST request. The handler method for this performs a GET request on all experiments and then attempts to publish each one to the Edge Dictionary. If any integrations fail, the handler method returns an error message.
4.3 UI

The UI allows experiment designers to configure their experiments. Experiment designers, who may or may not have programming experience, may not want to use the REST API directly through developer networking tools such as Postman, Paw, or Insomnia. Therefore, in order to make the REST API functionality accessible to experiment designers, we developed a UI for the aforementioned CRUD methods.

4.3.1. UI Creation Process

In order to begin this process, we first designed an outline, shown in Figure 12, in the popular design prototyping tool, Sketch [53]. This application, somewhat akin to Photoshop, is a popular tool for mocking up what a website or application might look like.

![Figure 12. The Sketch Prototype](image)

The Sketch prototype includes the three main screens of the application: the page to view experiments, create experiments, and add variants to an experiment. The first screen includes a
list of all current experiments, variants that belong to them, and buttons to edit or delete experiments. This first screen also includes a button to create a new experiment and one to publish the experiments to a Fastly Edge Dictionary, where the Rust Crate would read the configuration. The second screen is the form to create and update experiments. Here experiment designers can edit the name, selection function, status, and variants of the experiment. The third page allows for the configuration of the name, value, and sample rate of variants. During the design process, we merged the experiment and variant configuration pages for the sake of simplicity, so users have an awareness that the variant is tied to the experiment.

We then moved on to implementing the designs in code. We built this user interface in JavaScript, utilizing the React framework alongside the Next.js module for React.

Utilizing these features, we built two main screens. These screens are near replicas of the aforementioned designs, but are created with React and Next.js components and use real data from the REST API instead of the shapes and mocked data in Sketch. In the React version, we worked to separate the different parts of the page into separate reusable components, shown in Figure 13.
As shown in Figure 13, we separated the parts of the page down into “Sidebar,” “ExperimentBlock,” “VariantBlock,” “ControlBar,” and “Modal” components (amongst others) for the sake of modularity, reusability and testability, as we use them throughout the UI.
As shown in Figure 14, we see that the second screen, the form for creating and updating experiments and variants, reuses the “Sidebar,” “Modal,” and “ControlBar” components. Both screens drive the main functionality for the aforementioned REST API and are fully functional with reading, creating, updating, and deleting the experiments and variants that power the Rust Crate.

4.3.2. UI Features & Results

The UI of our end-to-end, A/B testing platform provides experiment designers the ability to run experiments in real-time. When first navigating to the UI, the home screen defaults to the experiment list, as shown in Figure 15. The sidebar, located on the left side of the screen, contains different functionalities for the platform that future iterations could implement.
There are five major components of the UI: create experiments, view all experiments, update experiments, delete experiments, and publish experiments. These are detailed in subsections 4.3.2.1-4.3.2.5.

4.3.2.1. Create Experiments

The Create Experiment page, as shown in Figure 16, allows users to add experiments through a form.
Each field has a small description to inform the developer of its purpose. The default for the selection function is “Random Selection,” yet developers can choose a different function using the dropdown or indicate that they will add a custom selection function. When adding variants to the experiment, a separate form will appear on the same screen, as shown in Figure 17.
Similar to the Create Experiments form, each field in this Create Variants form has a small description. The value field accepts a proper JSON object, which the UI validates when developers click the “Save Variant” button. The sample rate slider ranges from 0 to 100 to ensure that developers do not input negative sample rates, and the corresponding percentage appears to the right of the slider. It is important to note that all variant fields are required and a popup, as shown in Figure 18, will appear on the screen if fields are missing. If the experiment designer decides to not create the variant, they can click on the “Cancel” button.
If experiment designers want to modify the fields of a variant, they can click on the edit button next to the variant. The same form that appeared for creating variants shows on the screen filled with the information associated with the selected variant, as seen in Figure 19. Experiment designers are not able to successfully update the variant if any of the fields are empty or invalid.
Additionally, if experiment designers create a variant, but later decide to delete it, they can click on the delete button next to the variant.

After the experiment designers finish filling out the form and adding variants, they can click on the “Create Experiment” form and will either see a success popup, as seen in Figure 20, or one of the failure popups, as seen in Figure 21 and Figure 22. It is important to note that all fields in this form are required and the sample rates of the variants must sum to 100%. If experiment designers decide to not create the experiment, they can click on the “Cancel” button.
Figure 20. GOAT-AB – Successful Experiment Creation Popup

Figure 21. GOAT-AB – Missing Name Field Popup
4.3.2.2. View Experiments

After creating an experiment, experiment designers can view their experiments on the home screen, as seen in Figure 15 above. Each experiment block contains the following fields:

- The name of the experiment
- The approximate time when the experiment was last created or modified
- A filled-in circle indicating whether the experiment is active or not (green indicates the experiment is active and red indicates it is not)
- The list of variants with their respective sample rates associated with the experiment

On the right-hand side of each experiment block, there are two buttons—clicking on the edit button indicates that the user would like to edit the experiment and clicking on the delete button indicates that the user would like to delete the experiment.
4.3.2.3. Update an Experiment

By clicking on the edit button of an experiment, experiment designers will see the Update Experiment page, as seen in Figure 23, that mimics the Create Experiment page, except that the fields contain the selected experiment information. It is important to note that in order to update the experiment, all fields in this form must be filled out and the sample rates of the variants must sum to 100%. If developers decide to not update the experiment, they can click on the “Cancel Update Experiment” button.

![Figure 23. GOAT-AB – Update Experiment Page](image)

4.3.2.4. Delete an Experiment

To delete an experiment, experiment designers can click on the delete button of an experiment. Before deleting the experiment, a popup will appear on the screen, as shown in Figure 24, to verify that the experiment designer wants to delete the selected experiment.
4.3.2.5. Publish Experiments

When experiment designers want to publish their experiments on C@E, they can click on the “Publish All Experiments” button at the top right-hand side of the home screen. This publishes the experiments to Fastly’s Edge Dictionaries. Before doing so, however, it asks the experiment designer to confirm that the codebase attached to the experiment can handle the new values as seen in Figure 25.
4.4. Results

To evaluate our platform, we performed tests on the functional components (Rust Crate, REST API and UI) and created a demo using the platform.

4.4.1. Testing

Testing was an integral part of our platform to ensure that each component was not only effective, but also responded appropriately to a variety of configurations and use cases. We determined the best ways to test our platform based on advice from our advisors and our previous knowledge and experience with testing. The testing standard we had for our code development is as follows:

1. For the Rust crate and REST API, we wrote unit tests for all the functions.
2. For the UI, we manually tested by running the service and validating that all the buttons and features worked as programmed.
3. For any instances where we utilized C@E, we used Fastly’s log tailing, which allows developers to see their function logs in near-real-time [54].

4. For the end-to-end functionality, we developed a demo that showcases a sample experiment that changed parts of a video at the edge.

4.4.1.1 Rust Crate

To test the Rust Crate, we wrote unit tests for each of the major functions: validating the configuration file, initializing the crate, the selection function, and bucketing users. For each function, we utilized the assertion crate in Rust’s standard library, which either evaluates to true if the assertion passes and panics if the assertion fails, which raises the panic! macro. Panic! is a macro that allows a program to terminate immediately when the program reaches an unrecoverable state and provides detailed feedback on the specific error.

To test the validate_configuration function, we first ensured that the configuration string contained complete information for each of the experiments and variants. Each sample configuration string is inside of a fixtures directory, rather than inline for readability. Then, we used assert! and assert_eq! to assert that the fields of the experiments and variants were valid, in terms of the fields having appropriate lengths and data types. Since we created an enum to hold all the potential errors that could result from the validation, we also checked to make sure that error returned from the test was the same as what we expected. Similar to validate_configuration, we used assert_eq! to test initialize_from_string. To test the selection function and bucket_all, we checked that each method returned one of the expected variants of an experiment and that the same variant gets returned for a specific user each time for 100 attempts. Each test for the crate passed, which provides an assurance that the crate is functional.
4.4.1.2 REST API

To evaluate the REST API, we used mocking to unit test the CRUD methods for experiments and variants. Unit testing external dependencies, such as network requests and database calls, is cumbersome, unreliable, and outside the scope of this project. Mocking provides the solution to this by replacing external dependencies with controlled objects that simulate their behavior. To apply mocking to the REST API, we created a mock interface that defined the functions necessary to make calls to the database. Then, instead of calling the actual functions that communicate with the database, we injected our mock interface into the handler functions, which handle the HTTP requests, so we could isolate them and ensure that they worked properly.

Since each handler function contained multiple test cases that resulted in repetitive code, we used table-driven tests to remove the repetition, produce tests, and provide a way to add more scenarios. In table-driven tests, the test function iterates over a table of test cases and performs the necessary evaluations on that test case. However, if one of the table-driven tests produces a fatal error, the remaining test cases never run. To resolve this, we created our table-driven tests using subtests, which allowed all tests in the table to run regardless of errors and associated a name with each test for individual testing. Each written test for the REST API passed and any that produced errors returned the expected and appropriate error message.

4.4.1.3 UI

We conducted manual tests for the UI since writing test cases for UIs is complicated. We ensured the accuracy of each input by displaying proper error messages, such as when the sample rates of the variants do not sum to 100% and if any fields had improper or no input. Each manual test of the UI passed our and our advisors’ expectations.
4.4.2. Demo

While experiment designers have hands-on interactions with the platform with the UI described above, end users indirectly interact with the platform if they are a part of active experiments. We created an example experiment that inserts a different video clip into a commercial for cat food, as seen in Figure 26.

![Figure 26. Example Experiment Set-up](image)

The cat food commercial is for Purina Cat Chow and the inserted video clips are courtesy of Salman Saghafi, one of our sponsors, and his cats, Duchy and Fenny.

When end users go to the website that hosts this experiment, they would watch the commercial. The specific commercial relayed to the user depends on which variant the selection function bucketed the user into. Once a user clicks the button, the demo displays some “thank you” text, and lists the variants that the selection function bucketed them, as shown in Figure 27.
In addition to the end-user seeing the variants, Fastly’s logging service receives the variants, as shown in Figure 28, which shows that our framework can send the variants to any third-party (or future first-party) analytics services.

The variants in Figures 26-28 show that even through three different requests and processes, the variants remain consistent, showing that the framework always buckets the end-user into the same variants as long as the bucketing uses the same end-user information.
5. Conclusion

In order to evaluate design choices and improve upon existing products and services, many companies employ A/B testing. With the recent shift towards edge computing and rapid prototyping, companies are beginning to support and integrate A/B testing platforms with the cloud to quickly iterate on experiments. While there are several A/B testing frameworks and platforms that satisfy complex experimental designs while maintaining Internet scalability and efficiency, none currently use Rust, which is the primary supported language of Fastly’s serverless platform, C@E.

We developed an open-source, end-to-end A/B testing platform for Fastly, called GOAT-AB, which serves as a MVP for A/B testing on Fastly’s C@E. Our platform provides a graphical UI for the creating, modifying, and deleting experiments. To store and keep track of experiments, the UI directly communicates to a REST API that handles HTTP requests and updates a database appropriately. When the developer publishes the experiments and begins testing on end-users, the Rust Crate containing the A/B testing functionality assigns the end-user to one variant per experiment. We designed each part of the platform with flexibility and abstraction in mind to provide the developer control over how they would like to design experiments.

To evaluate our platform, we individually tested each component of the platform. We wrote unit tests for the Rust Crate and REST API and manually tested the UI with error popups. To show the performance of our platform, we created a demo. The demo shows that when combined with Fastly’s C@E, the platform provides working functionality for A/B testing and tracking for conversion events. Based on our tests, demonstration, and the expectations of our sponsors, the platform is a successful MVP for an A/B testing platform. Overall, GOAT-AB
provides the foundation for future experimentation in a serverless space and shows a future for products that can run on Fastly’s C@E.
6. Future Work

As Fastly expands into the serverless market, there are several areas for improvement for future iterations of our platform. We divided our recommendations into two categories. The first category describes the minimum work that should be done once we leave this project. The second category includes interesting extensions of the platform that provide additional functionality for the end-user to improve their A/B testing.

6.1. Initial Work

After the completion of the project, there are several initial future implementations that directly correlate to the work already performed in this project. First, there should be some kind of maintenance for the code to ensure that we followed Fastly’s code and documentation standards for Rust, Go and React/Next.js. This would also include more thorough testing for the UI using Jest, which is a testing framework to test JS and React code. Additionally, if the platform ties to the Fastly UI or Dashboard, it is crucial to conduct penetration tests, or pen tests, to identify any security weaknesses in the codebase. Adding proper authentication for databases among other infrastructure, would supplement these pen tests to ensure that unauthorized developers cannot access or modify the experiments and variants in the database. Moreover, it may be interesting to conduct performance evaluations to reduce potential overhead or discover any performance impacts. Lastly, it would be convenient for developers to have a larger range of selection functions to choose from when bucketing end-users into variants. One way to do this is to develop selection functions that include explicit bucketing characteristics, such as the end-user’s location and browser, which the framework receives from C@E.
6.2. Further Functionality

Going forward, there are several interesting enhancements that we recommend for our platform. One enhancement is migrating to a scalable database, which would allow for the storage of increasing amounts of data without harming performance. Ideally, the REST API would directly store all persistent data in Fastly’s Edge Dictionaries rather than in a local database, which would further integrate our platform with C@E.

Another enhancement is publishing the experiments and variants to other integrations besides the Edge Dictionaries on C@E. Other companies could then use our platform to conduct A/B testing on the edge, which could provide some interesting results such as whether different integrations would bucket the same user into the same variant.

Furthermore, developing a full analytics suite with real-time analysis of experiments could be useful for experiment designers with little analysis experience. Combining analytics with dashboards allows experiment designers to keep track of all their experiments in an efficient way as they would no longer have to rely on third-party analytics services or databases. Fastly could even perform meta-analysis, possibly using deep learning, across various clients in order to make useful suggestions for experiments. This proof of concept project has many interesting and viable directions in which development could continue.
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